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Online images’ tags are very important for indexing, sharing, and searching of images, as well as surfacing images with private or sensitive content, which needs to be protected. Social media sites such as Flickr generate these metadata from user-contributed tags. However, as the tags are at the sole discretion of users, these tags tend to be noisy and incomplete. In this paper, we present a privacy-aware approach to automatic image tagging, which aims at improving the quality of user annotations, while also preserving the images’ original privacy sharing patterns. Precisely, we recommend potential tags for each target image by mining privacy-aware tags from the most similar images of the target image, which are obtained from a large collection. Experimental results show that, although the user-input tags comprise noise, our privacy-aware approach is able to predict accurate tags that can improve the performance of a downstream application on image privacy prediction, and outperforms an existing privacy-oblivious approach to image tagging. The results also show that, even for images that do not have any user tags, our proposed approach can recommend accurate tags. Crowd-sourcing the predicted tags exhibits the quality of our privacy-aware recommended tags. Our code, features, and the dataset used in experiments are available at: https://github.com/ashwinitonge/privacy-aware-tag-rec.git.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Images are constantly shared on social networking sites such as Facebook, Flickr, and Instagram. For instance, it is common to take photos at cocktail parties and upload them on social networking sites without much hesitation for self-promotion and personal sharing. However, when privacy settings are used inappropriately, these photos can potentially reveal a user’s personal and social habits, resulting in unwanted disclosure and privacy violations [Ahern et al. 2007; Spyromitros-Xioufis et al. 2016; Squicciarini et al. 2014, 2017a; Zerr et al. 2012]. For example, malicious attackers can take advantage of these accidental leaks to launch context-aware or even impersonation attacks. Personal data can be harvested through social media without users’ consent if the privacy settings of social media are not managed properly, which could lead to online privacy risks [Bullguard...
2018]. A study carried out by the Pew Research center reports that 11% of the users of social networking sites regret the content they posted [Madden 2012]. Thus, several works have been developed in recent years in an attempt to provide appropriate privacy settings for online images [Spyromitros-Xioufis et al. 2016; Squicciarini et al. 2014, 2017b; Tonge and Caragea 2016, 2018; Tonge et al. 2018b; Tran et al. 2016; Zerr et al. 2012; Zhong et al. 2017].

Prior works on privacy prediction [Squicciarini et al. 2014, 2017b; Tonge and Caragea 2016, 2018; Tonge et al. 2018b; Zerr et al. 2012] found that the tags associated with images are indicative of their sensitive content. Tags are also important for image-related applications such as indexing, sharing, searching, content detection and social discovery [Bischoff et al. 2008; Gao et al. 2011; Hollenstein and Purves 2010; Tang et al. 2009]. Yet, the tags are at the sole discretion of users, and hence, they tend to be noisy and incomplete [Sundaram et al. 2012]. Despite that many approaches to automatic image tagging have been developed [Chen et al. 2013; Feng et al. 2004; Guillaumin et al. 2009; Liu et al. 2009; Makadia et al. 2008; Yavlinsky et al. 2005], these approaches do not consider the privacy aspect of an image while making the annotations (or tagging) and could not be sufficient for identifying images’ private content.

We posit that visually similar images can possess very different sets of tags if these images have different privacy orientations. For example, Figure 1 shows anecdotal evidence obtained from a Flickr dataset in which visually similar images of private and public classes display different sets of user tags. The picture of a woman that belongs to the private class in Figure 1(a) contains tags such as “Elegant,” “Corporate,” “Style,” and “Pretty,” whereas the picture of a woman that belongs to the public class in Figure 1(b) contains tags such as “Celebrity,” “Famous,” “News,” and “Hollywood.” An image is considered to be private if it belongs to the private sphere (e.g., portraits, family, friends, home) or contains information that can not be shared with everybody on the Web (e.g., private documents), whereas the remaining images are considered to be public [Zerr et al. 2012]. Figure 1 shows that the images’ tags are correlated to each image’s privacy patterns [Klemperer et al. 2012; Squicciarini et al. 2017b, 2011]. These tags are very useful when access to the visual content of images is not allowed due to users reluctance to share the actual images for visual content analysis (which could reveal a user’s identity through the face and friends, etc.). In such cases, privacy-aware tags can become good indicators of the privacy settings and can help improve the privacy prediction methods to reduce privacy breaches.

To this end, we ask the following questions: Can we develop an automated approach to recommend accurate image tags that can also take into account the sharing needs of the users for images in...
questions? Can this method make precise tag recommendations for newly uploaded images that have an incomplete set of user tags or no tags at all? Can these recommended tags help improve the image privacy prediction performance? We address these questions with our research agenda. In particular, we draw ideas from the collaborative filtering line of research and explore its applicability to privacy-aware image tagging. Collaborative filtering is widely used to make recommendations for unknown items to users and relies on the assumption that similar users express similar interests or preferences on similar items [Su and Khoshgoftaar 2009]. Hence, we explore tag recommendation to images based on images’ similar neighbors.

Contributions and Organization. We present a privacy-aware approach to automatic image tagging, originally introduced in our prior work [Tonge et al. 2018a]. Our approach aims at improving the quality of user annotations (or user tags), while also preserving the images’ original privacy sharing patterns. Precisely, we recommend potential tags for each target image by mining privacy-aware tags from the most similar images of the target image, which we obtain from a large collection of images.

In this extended version of the paper, we augment our study by providing extensive experiments to validate the proposed approach:

- We study our privacy-aware recommended tags obtained by the proposed privacy-aware weighting scheme in an ablation experiment for privacy prediction. In this experiment, we compare various privacy-aware and privacy-oblivious weighting schemes and observe how the privacy prediction performance varies for these weighting schemes. We also experiment with various parameter values to estimate the best parameter setting.
- We compare the performance of privacy prediction using tags recommended by the proposed approach against the tags recommended by a prior state-of-the-art image annotation method. Our objective in this experiment is to verify whether the recommended tags by the proposed approach can capture better privacy characteristics than the prior state-of-the-art annotation.
- We investigate tag recommendation in a binary image privacy prediction task and show that the predicted tags can exhibit relevant cues for specific privacy settings (public or private) that can be used to improve the image privacy prediction performance.
- Our results show that we achieve a better privacy prediction performance when we add the recommended privacy-aware tags to the original user tags and predicted deep tags of images as compared to prior approaches of image privacy prediction.
- We also evaluate the recommended tags by employing crowd-sourcing to identify relevancy of the suggested tags to images. The results show that, although the user-input tags comprise noise or even some images do not have any tags at all, our approach is able to recommend accurate tags. In addition, we evaluate both privacy-aware and privacy-oblivious recommended tags and show that the privacy-aware recommended tags describe an image’s content more accurately as compared to the privacy-oblivious tags.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We summarize prior works in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe the proposed algorithm. Section 4 provides details about the dataset that we use to evaluate the proposed approach. In Section 5, we describe the experimental setting and results. We finish our analysis in Section 6, where we provide a brief discussion of our main findings, future directions and conclude the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we briefly review the related work on three lines of research: 1) automatic image annotation, 2) tag recommendation using collaborative filtering, and 3) online image privacy.
2.1 Automatic Image Annotation

Numerous approaches to automatic image annotation (or tagging) have been proposed in the literature to improve the search and retrieval of images based on text queries. We classify these methods into following categories:

**Generative methods.** The generative methods try to maximize the generative likelihood of the image features and tags [Feng and Lapata 2008, 2010; Ghoshal et al. 2005; Lavrenko et al. 2004; Lienhart et al. 2009; Peng et al. 2009; Putthividhya et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2009a; Yu and Ip 2006; Zhao et al. 2009]. For example, Lavrenko et al. [2004] learned joint probabilistic models of image content features and tags. These models compute the conditional likelihood of words given image content features that can be used to infer the most likely tags for an image. Later, Feng and Lapata [2010] used LDA to infer topics that capture co-occurrences of visual features and words.

**Discriminative methods.** Discriminative methods perceive image annotation as a multi-label classification problem. In these works, the authors typically treat the image tagging as a classification task and train classifiers (e.g., Support Vector Machines) for each tag using image’s textual and/or visual features [Ciocca et al. 2011; Dimitrovski et al. 2011; Grangier and Bengio 2008; Murthy et al. 2014]. The graph-based learning (semi-supervised) methods are also used for image annotation in which the model is the graph of the entire data. The label correlation is incorporated in the graph as graph weights [Feng and Bhanu 2016; Liu et al. 2009; Wang and Hu 2010; Wang et al. 2009b, 2011] or as an additional constraint [Bao et al. 2012; Zha et al. 2009]. In addition to the graph-based learning methods, some studies exploit the local label correlations [Huang and Zhou 2012], underlying correlations among labels using a multi-label dictionary learning [Jing et al. 2016] and handle the missing tags issues [Wu et al. 2015a].

**Tag completion methods.** The tag completion methods automatically annotate images by identifying the missing tags and correcting the noisy tags. The entire dataset is represented as an initial matrix with each row as an image and each column as a tag. The tag completion methods recover this initial matrix by identifying correct associations between images and labels. The tag completion-based annotation is achieved by matrix completion [Qin et al. 2015; Wu et al. 2013], linear sparse reconstruction [Lin et al. 2014, 2013], subspace clustering with matrix completion [Hou and Zhang 2015], and low-rank matrix factorization [Li et al. 2016, 2014].

**Deep learning methods.** The deep-learning based image annotation adopt image features and semantic tag relationships extracted using deep networks [Gong et al. 2013; Hu et al. 2016b; Jin and Nakayama 2016; Niu et al. 2018; Wang et al. 2016, 2017; Wu et al. 2015b; Yang et al. 2015]. For example, Wang et al. [2017] proposed a multitask voting automatic image annotation CNN, which contains shallow layers and regards each category as a label directly, using the raw images as inputs for large scale image annotation.

**Nearest neighbors methods.** The nearest neighbor model-based image annotation methods assume that visually similar images are more likely to share common labels [Bakliwal and Jawahar 2015; Chen et al. 2013; Kalayeh et al. 2014; Lin et al. 2012; Makadia et al. 2008; Tian and Shen 2014; Wu et al. 2009, 2011]. For a given target image, these methods first obtain a set of similar images and then the tags of the target image are derived based on the tags of the similar images. For example, Guillaumin et al. [2009] proposed the “TagProp” model, which integrates a weighted nearest neighbor based method and metric learning capabilities into a discriminative framework. Furthermore, Cheng et al. [2018] discussed advantages and disadvantages of these methods in details. For instance, the generative models may not be able to capture the intricate relationship
between image features and labels, which is imperative to identify the privacy-aware tags. Additionally, the multi-label classification based discriminative approaches cannot be extended to a large number of image tags since a binary classifiers has to be trained for each tag, which is not feasible for the online images that contain diverse sets of tags. On the other hand, the tag completion models suffer from a major weakness, that is, the transformation of the tag completion process to an optimization problem. The process of optimizing the objective function may be time-consuming and computationally very complex, and cannot guarantee global optimization. Moreover, despite that deep learning based methods have shown significant improvements in the performance of image annotation, there are still a few shortcomings with these methods. The main drawback is that although RNN + CNN solve issues pertaining to label quantity prediction and label dependencies for large-scale image annotation, still a better solution to rank labels is needed as RNN requires an ordered sequential list as input, which is mostly not present in the online images. Another drawback is that the increase in the depth and breadth of the deep networks can cause the decrease in the efficiency of annotation methods. The nearest neighbor based methods are clear and intuitive, and many of them have been proven to be quite successful for tag prediction due to their high flexibility. However, improvements are still needed because of some inherent shortages. For instance, the performance of these methods is highly sensitive to the retrieval performance. Thus, an efficient way to identify appropriate neighbors for unlabeled images is highly sought.

In contrast to previous annotation mechanisms, we take advantage of both nearest neighbors and deep learning based approaches to provide privacy-aware image annotations. We consider nearest neighbor based approaches as our strong baselines.

2.2 Tag Recommendation using Collaborative Filtering

Our tag recommendation approach draws ideas from collaborative filtering, and hence, here we briefly review the most relevant works on tag recommendation using collaborative filtering. Xu et al. [2006] designed a collaborative filtering approach to suggest high-quality tags for Web objects, according to several criteria (coverage, popularity, effort, uniformity). The authors employed a co-occurring strategy and considered that if two tags frequently co-occur when describing a specific object, they should also co-occur in the recommended set of tags. A similar approach was presented later by Sigurbjörnsson and van Zwol [2008], who recommended tags for Flickr images. They used knowledge from the Flickr community and applied it in a co-occurring strategy. Specifically, given a user-input tag, they considered the tags co-occurring with it as good candidates for recommendation. Peng et al. [2010] designed a novel technique for collaborative filtering in social tagging systems, in which all the interactions among users, items and tags are leveraged. They generated joint item-tag recommendations for users, where the tags represent topics from an item (i.e., a web resource) in which the user may be interested. Seitlinger et al. [2013] used a model of human category learning (i.e., ALCOVE) for social tags recommendation. The model uses semantic information regarding a user-specific bookmark (e.g., Wikipedia categories or LDA topics). Tags are predicted to a user by applying the semantic information to a connectionist network with three layers, which simulates the user’s categorization and the bookmark formalization.

Recently, several works have been proposed to recommend tags for visual content types [Gong and Zhang 2016; Liu et al. 2014; Nguyen et al. 2017; Seah et al. 2018; Toderici et al. 2010; Zhang et al. 2017]. For example, Liu et al. [2014] explored locations to recommend tags to images. [Toderici et al. 2010] proposed a system to automatically recommend tags to YouTube videos based on their audio-visual content. Gong and Zhang [2016] adopted CNNs to recommend hashtags for microblogs. Zhang et al. [2017] proposed a co-attention network incorporating textual and visual information to recommend hashtags for multimodal tweets. Nguyen et al. [2017] presented a personalized content-aware image tag recommendation approach that combines both historical tagging information and
image-based features in a factorization model. Seah et al. [2018] concurrently generated ranked lists of comments and tags of a social image based on their joint relevance to the visual features, user comments, and user tags.

In contrast to these works, we recommend privacy-aware tags for images shared online.

2.3 Online Image Privacy

The rapid increase in images uploaded on the Web intrigued researchers to focus on establishing adequate privacy models to help protect users’ sensitive information. Researchers also provided public awareness of privacy risks associated with images shared online [Henne et al. 2013; Xu et al. 2015]. Along this line, several works were carried out to study users’ privacy concerns in social networks, privacy decisions about sharing resources, and the risk associated with them [Ghazinour et al. 2013; Gross and Acquisti 2005; Ilia et al. 2015; Krishnamurthy and Wills 2008; Parra-Arnau et al. 2014; Parra-Arnau et al. 2012; Simpson 2008; Song et al. 2018]. Additionally, several works on privacy analysis examined privacy decisions and considerations in mobile and online photo sharing [Ahern et al. 2007; Besmer and Lipford 2009; Gross and Acquisti 2005; Jones and O’Neill 2011]. For example, Ahern et al. [2007] studied the effectiveness of location information and tags in predicting privacy settings of images. They also conducted a study to verify whether the visual features are relevant to an image’s privacy and found that content is one of the discriminatory factors affecting image privacy, especially for images depicting people. This supports the core idea underlying our work: that tags depicting private categories obtained from image content are pivotal for identifying the sensitive content from the search results. For example, tags such as “wedding,” “bride,” “people” describing a wedding event (private category) represent the private class that particular categories of image content are pivotal for identifying the sensitive content from the search results in establishing users’ images sharing decisions.

Automated image privacy approaches are explored along following lines of research:

Social group based approaches. Several works emerged to provide the automated privacy decisions for images shared online based on the social groups or circles [Adu-Oppong et al. 2008; Bonneau et al. 2009a,b; Christin et al. 2013; Danezis 2009; Fang and LeFevre 2010; Joshi and Zhang 2009; Kepez and Yolum 2016; Klemperer et al. 2012; Mannan and van Oorschot 2008; Pesce et al. 2012; Petkos et al. 2015; Squicciarini et al. 2012, 2015, 2009; Watson et al. 2015; Yuan et al. 2017; Zerr et al. 2012]. These social group based approaches mostly consider the user trustworthiness, but ignore the image content sensitiveness, and thus, they may not necessarily provide appropriate privacy settings for online images as the privacy preferences might change according to sensitiveness of the image content.

Visual-based approaches. Several works use visual features derived from the images’ content and show that they are informative for predicting images’ privacy settings [Buschek et al. 2015; Chandra et al. 2018; Dufaux and Ebrahimi 2008; Hu et al. 2016a; Kuang et al. 2017; Nakashima et al. 2011, 2012, 2016; Orekondy et al. 2018; Shamma and Uddin 2014; Squicciarini et al. 2014, 2017a; Tonge and Caragea 2016, 2018; Tran et al. 2016; von Zezschwitz et al. 2016; Wu et al. 2018; Yu et al. 2017, 2018; Yuan et al. 2018; Zerr et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2005]. Given the recent success of CNNs, several researchers [Kuang et al. 2017; Tonge and Caragea 2016, 2018; Tran et al. 2016; Yu et al. 2017, 2018] showed promising privacy prediction results compared with visual features such as SIFT and GIST. Using CNNs, some works also started to explore personalized privacy prediction models [Orekondy et al. 2017; Spyromitros-Xioufis et al. 2016; Zhong et al. 2017]. In this context, it is worth mentioning that CNNs were also used in another body of privacy related work such as multi-party privacy conflict detection [Zhong et al. 2018] and automatic redaction of sensitive image content [Orekondy et al. 2018].
Tag-based approaches. Previous work in the context of tag-based access control policies and privacy prediction for images [Apostolova and Demner-Fushman 2009; De Choudhury et al. 2009; Klemperer et al. 2012; Kurtan and Yolum 2018; Mannan and van Oorschot 2008; Pesce et al. 2012; Ra et al. 2013; Squicciarini et al. 2012, 2015, 2017b; Vyas et al. 2009; Yeung et al. 2009; Zerr et al. 2012] showed initial success in tying user tags with access control rules. For example, Squicciarini et al. [2012, 2017b], Zerr et al. [2012], and Vyas et al. [2009] explored learning models for image privacy prediction using user tags and found that user tags are informative for predicting images’ privacy. However, the scarcity of tags for many online images [Sundaram et al. 2012] and the workload associated with user-defined tags preclude an accurate analysis of images’ sensitivity based on this dimension. Recently, in our prior work [Tonge and Caragea 2016, 2018; Tonge et al. 2018b], we showed that the images’ tags that are automatically obtained from the visual content of images using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) can improve the performance of image privacy prediction. Yet, since the CNNs are trained on ImageNet (1.2M+ images labeled with 1000 object categories) [Russakovsky et al. 2014] and Places2 (which contains 365 scene classes with 2.5 million images) [Zhou et al. 2016], these tags depict objects or scenes given in the image and fail to capture the privacy characteristics (or orientation) of the image while generating the tags.

To this end, drawing ideas from collaborative filtering, we recommend privacy-aware tags for online images that have the potential to improve the set of user tags for online image sharing.

3 PRIVACY-AWARE IMAGE TAG RECOMMENDATION

Our approach to recommending privacy-aware tags for newly posted images in online content sharing sites is inspired from collaborating filtering (CF) [Shi et al. 2014]. Particularly, in user-item CF, items are recommended to users by finding the most similar users to the target user (from the user-item matrix) and recommending items to the target user based on the items that the similar users purchased/seen. The large amounts of images posted on the Web in recent years facilitate the study of potential relationships between images and tags. Our approach leverages these ideas to exchange tags between similar images. The analogy with conventional CF methods is that images correspond to users and tags correspond to items (i.e., in our setting, we deal with an image-tag matrix). Specifically, we aim to recommend tags for a target image by transferring privacy-aware tags from its most similar images, which are obtained from a large collection. We base our models on the assumption that privacy-aware similar images possess similar tags.

Algorithm 1 describes the process in detail. Specifically, the nearest neighbors of a target image are found by comparing rows in the image-tag matrix. Recommendations are made for the target image based on the neighboring images’ tags (as a privacy-aware weighted sum of occurrences of tags). A common problem in CF is the cold start problem [Su and Khoshgoftaar 2009]. In our case, this refers to images that have very few tags or no tags at all, and hence, there is not enough information available to find accurate nearest neighbors for a target image. However, in our domain, images can be represented using two different views or feature types: (1) image content; and (2) image tags. We take advantage of both of these views (as shown in Algorithm 1).

The input of the algorithm is a dataset $D = \{I_1, \cdots, I_n\}$ of images and their associated sets of tags, $\{T_1, \cdots, T_n\}$, respectively; a target image $I$ and its set of tags $T$, which could possibly be empty; $pr(I)$ the privacy label of $I$, which could be private or public; $k$ the number of nearest neighbors of $I$ from $D$; and $r$ the number of tags to be recommended. The output of the algorithm is a ranked list of $r$ tags, which are recommended for the target image. The algorithm starts by checking if the set of tags $T$ corresponding to the target image $I$ is empty (Alg. 1, line 5). If $T \neq \phi$, the similarities between $I$ and all images in $D \setminus \{I\}$ are computed based on images’ tags (Alg. 1, lines 13-18). The top $k$ most similar images to $I$ are returned (Alg. 1, lines 20-21) and the candidate set that represents the union of the sets of tags extracted from these $k$ similar images is ranked inside the subroutine.
for tag ranking (line 22). The tag ranking subroutine is described in Algorithm 2. The most highly ranked \( r \) tags from the candidate set are returned as recommended tags for the target image \( I \) (Alg. 1, line 23-24). For the cold start setting, if the initial tag set is empty, i.e., \( T = \emptyset \) for image \( I \), Algorithm 1 recommends \( r \) tags from the \( k \) most similar images in \( D \), where, this time, the similarity is computed based on image content features (not tags) (Alg. 1, lines 5-12).

For each tag in the candidate set, we compute its score as the privacy-aware sum of similarities between the target image and its similar images that contain that tag (Alg. 2, lines 6-12). This similarity is computed based on image content features (not tags) (Alg. 1, lines 5-12).

Specifically, the weight (or score) of a tag \( t \), \( w_t \), is computed as:

\[
    w_t = \sum_{j \in S} c_{jt} \cdot s_j \cdot P(t|pr(I))
\]

where \( S \) represents the neighborhood of \( I \), i.e., its \( k \) most similar images from \( D \), \( c_{jt} \) is an indicator variable, which is 1 if tag \( t \) belongs to the tag set \( T_j \) of image \( I_j \) from \( S \) and 0 otherwise, and \( s_j \) is the similarity between image \( I_j \) and \( I \). The probability \( P(t|pr(I)) \) is the likelihood of the tag \( t \) belonging to one of the privacy classes (i.e., public or private) corresponding to the privacy of the target image \( I \). For instance, if \( I \) is of private class, then \( P(t|pr(I)) \) gives the probability of tag \( t \) belonging to the set of private images. In experiments, the likelihood is calculated based on the dataset \( D \). We wish to obtain privacy-aware tags, i.e., tags weighted by their likelihood of occurrence in private
or public classes, without missing out on the high-quality tags. Thus, we consider privacy-aware similarity that relies on the privacy likelihood of the tag instead of considering a privacy-enforced similarity. Here, we define privacy-enforced similarity as a similarity that considers privacy as an additional parameter in the image similarity, i.e., tags could be exchanged between images of the same privacy class (either public or private). A similarity weighted with privacy likelihood favors tags with a given privacy setting as opposed to the privacy-enforced similarity that would enforce tags of the same privacy settings as the target image. For example, using privacy-enforced similarity, for Figure 1(b) (given its public nature), tags such as “Women,” “Girl” (inclined to private class) would not be recommended. Conversely, privacy-aware weights can help obtain tags that are descriptive of an image content and help in identifying appropriate sharing needs of the image as it considers both image’s content and the privacy aspect of the image.

Figure 2 shows the illustration of the privacy-aware tag recommendation algorithm through an example. We consider a newly uploaded target image $I$ on the Web that is of public class and has an incomplete set of user-input tags. For this illustration, we use visual content features to compute the similarity between the target image $I$ and the images from the collection $D$ (shown in Figure 2 with a blue cylinder). Note that the images’ tags can be used to compute the similarity as well (as discussed in Alg. 1). The top $k = 5$ similar images are shown in the figure where the similarity decreases from left to right (the most similar image is labeled as (1)). Using these similar images, we obtain the set of candidate tags for which we compute privacy-aware weights. The candidate tags and their privacy-aware weight calculation is shown in Table 1. For illustration purposes, we use $s_j = 1$ in Eq. 1, instead of the actual similarity between the target image and images in $D$ (where $0 \leq s_j \leq 1$). As we can see from Table 1, the tag “Cute” occurred in all five similar images, once in each image (see the column labeled as “Count”). The tag “Cute” is highlighted in blue color in Figure 2. Given that the target image is annotated as public, the tag “Cute” is weighted by the privacy likelihood $P(\text{Cute} | \text{public})$, which is 0.3 (see Table 1). Recall that $P(t | \text{private})$ and $P(t | \text{public})$ are calculated from $D$. Thus, the privacy-aware weighted sum of occurrences is given as 1.5. Table 1 shows the calculations for privacy-aware weighted sum of tag occurrences. Likewise, final weights are calculated for all candidate tags and top $r = 3$ tags are recommended for the target image (the recommended tags are shown in bold font in Figure 2 and Table 1). Note that since we consider

---

**Algorithm 2 Tag Ranking**

1: function TagRanking($S, pr(I)$)
2: \[ W \leftarrow \emptyset; \] // the set of tags and their scores, initially empty.
3: for all $I_j \in S$ do
4: \[ T_j \leftarrow I_j.tags \] // get the set of tags of image $I_j$.
5: \[ s_j \leftarrow I_j.similarity \] // similarity of target image and $I_j$.
6: for all $t \in T_j$ do
7: \[ w_t \leftarrow W.scoreOf(t) \] // $w_t$ stores the score of $t$
8: if $w_t = \text{null}$ then // if tag $t$ is not in $W$ already
9: \[ W \leftarrow W \cup (t, 0) \] // add $t$ to $W$
10: end if
11: \[ w_t \leftarrow w_t + s_j \cdot P(t | pr(I)) \] //score of $t$ weighted by privacy
12: end for
13: end for
14: \[ W.scores.sort() \] // sort the scores in $W$ in the decreasing order.
15: return $W$.
16: end function
Fig. 2. Illustration of the privacy-aware tag recommendation algorithm using an example: 1) A newly uploaded image on the Web that has an incomplete set of user-input tags, i.e., \{"Cute"\}, is considered as the target image \(I\). 2) We can use images’ tags or content features to compute the similarity between the target image \(I\) and the images from the collection \(D\). For this example, we use visual content features to compute the similarity. 3) Top \(r = 3\) tags \{"Doll," "Toy," "Coolcat"\} are recommended using top \(k = 5\) similar images, through our privacy-aware tag recommendation approach. Note that the recommended tags “Doll” and “Toy” are appropriate tags for the target image \(I\) and can help correctly characterize its privacy class as public.

| Candidate Tags | Count | \(P(t|pr = \text{private})\) | \(P(t|pr = \text{public})\) | \(w_t, s_j = 1\) |
|---------------|-------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Doll          | 3     | 0.1             | 0.9             | \(3 \times 0.9 = 2.7\) |
| Toy           | 2     | 0.15            | 0.85            | \(2 \times 0.85 = 1.7\) |
| **Cute**      | 5     | 0.7             | 0.3             | \(5 \times 0.3 = 1.5\) |
| Coolcat       | 1     | 0.0             | 1.0             | \(1 \times 1.0 = 1.0\) |
| Shop          | 1     | 0.0             | 1.0             | \(1 \times 1.0 = 1.0\) |
| Eyechips      | 1     | 0.3             | 0.7             | \(1 \times 0.7 = 0.7\) |
| Indoor        | 1     | 0.6             | 0.4             | \(1 \times 0.4 = 0.4\) |
| Happiness     | 1     | 0.6             | 0.4             | \(1 \times 0.4 = 0.4\) |

Table 1. Privacy-aware weighted sum of tag occurrences \((k = 5)\) given that the target image is public. Bold words indicate the top \(r = 3\) tags. Since the tag “Cute” appears already in the original set of user tags, we add the next important tag from the ranked list, i.e., “Coolcat.” The tags with same weights are selected randomly.
Table 2. Datasets summary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>#Total Images</th>
<th>#Avg. Tags</th>
<th>#min. Tags</th>
<th>#max. Tags</th>
<th>#Private Images</th>
<th>#Public Images</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>9.73</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>6000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I^E$</td>
<td>4189</td>
<td>18.65</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>1047</td>
<td>3142</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

has privacy-related ("private") connotations. However, since the tag "Cute" appears already in the original set of user tags, we do not add it to our set of recommended tags (to avoid over-counting), and add the next tag from the ranked list. We select the next tag with highest weight, i.e., "Coolcat" (shown in bold font in Table 1). The tags with the same weights are selected randomly.

4 DATASET

We explore the effectiveness of the privacy-aware recommended tags for: (1) their ability to predict the private or sensitive content of online images; and (2) their relevancy to the images’ content. Hence, we evaluate our recommendation algorithm on Flickr images sampled from the PicAlert dataset, made available by Zerr et al. [2012]. The PicAlert dataset contains both user-input tags and privacy labels. PicAlert is comprised of Flickr images on various subjects, which are manually labeled as private or public. The dataset contains photos uploaded in Flickr during the period from January to April 2010. The images have been labeled by six teams providing a total of 81 users of ages between 10 and 59 years. The guideline to select the label is given as: private images belong to the private sphere (like self-portraits, family, friends, someone’s home) or contain information that one would not share with everyone else (such as private documents). The remaining images are labeled as public. Each image was shown to at least two different users. In the event of disagreement, the photos were presented to additional users.

We split the PicAlert dataset into two subsets. The first subset corresponds to the dataset $D$ from Alg. 1 and is a collection of 8,000 images, labeled as private or public, that are used to recommend tags for the target images. We refer to this subset as $D$. The second subset corresponds to target images that we use for evaluation and consists of 4,189 images from PicAlert, also labeled as private or public. We refer to this subset as $I^E$ or images $I$ for evaluation. The ratio of public to private images in both the subsets $D$ and $I^E$ is 3 : 1. Table 2 shows a summary (number of total images, the average number of tags per image, the minimum number of tags per image, the maximum number of tags per image, number of private and public images) of these datasets. For each image $I$ in $I^E$, we randomly split its set of tags into two subsets (i.e., visible and hidden). The motivation behind using random split is that newly uploaded images might have an incomplete and/or noisy set of user-input tags [Sundaram et al. 2012] and we desire to know if the proposed algorithm can overcome these challenges. The visible subset is denoted by $T$ in Alg. 1 and is used to compute the similarity between the visible subset of the target image $I$ in $I^E$ with the original set of tags of images in $D$. The hidden subset is considered as gold standard for the evaluation of recommended tags. To calculate the precise similarity between two images using tags, we want to have at least five tags in the set of visible tags. Hence, we consider images with a number of user tags greater than 10 for the dataset $I^E$ (see Table 2, #minimum tags). In case less than 10 tags are available for an image, we can use the image content similarity. We filter out stop words, numbers, URLs, words with length less than 3 characters, and words with document frequency less than 2. After preprocessing, the size of the vocabulary is reduced to $\approx 19,000$. Note that for similarity computation (cosine in our experiments), we used the stemmed version of tags and synonyms obtained from WordNet [Fellbaum 1998]. We also plot the frequency of top 1,000 tags normalized by the dataset size in Figure 3(a). The plot shows that top 200 tags fall in 3% – 30% of the data with very few tags occurring in around 20% of the dataset. Note that most of the tags occur below 3% showing the
Fig. 3. Tag frequency (%) in the PicAlert dataset. The frequencies are normalized by the size of the dataset.

variation in the images’ subjects and the complexity of our dataset. We also show the top 5 most frequent and less frequent tags with their frequency in Figures 3(b) and 3(c), respectively. Note that the frequencies of tags are normalized by the dataset size.

5 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the tags obtained by the privacy-aware tag recommendation algorithm for images in $I^E$, by transferring tags from their most similar images from $D$ in several settings. That is, the quality of recommended tags is determined by: (1) whether these tags hint to specific image privacy settings; and (2) whether these tags are good enough to describe the content of an image. Hence, we adopt two evaluation mechanisms: (1) we examine the performance of models trained on the recommended tags combined with the original tags (when available) for image privacy prediction to determine their ability in building more robust models for identifying private or sensitive content for online image sharing; and (2) we compare the recommended tags against the ground-truth, i.e., the hidden set of tags, and also evaluate their quality through crowd-sourcing. We provide details of these evaluation types below.

**Image Privacy Prediction.** Similar to prior works on privacy prediction [Squicciarini et al. 2014, 2017a; Tonge and Caragea 2016, 2018; Zerr et al. 2012], we aim at identifying generic privacy patterns using the recommended tags to verify if these tags are indicative of the privacy classes. For this, we split $I^E$ into two subsets $Train$ and $Test$ to determine if the recommended tags are able to enhance the training set and learn better privacy characteristics. From $I^E$, we randomly sample 3,689 images for $Train$ and 500 for $Test$. We use $Train$ to train Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers based on the recommended tags and use $Test$ to test these classifiers. We provide the privacy class of images in $Train$ as input to Alg. 1 and generate privacy-aware recommended tags for these images by exchanging tags from similar images in $D$. The similarity between images is computed between the visible set of a target image in $Train$ and all available tags from an image in $D$. We train SVM classifiers on these recommended tags of $Train$ and evaluate them on the visible tags of the images in $Test$. Note that we do not recommend tags to images in $Test$ as we assume that we do not know the privacy class of these images. We use the Weka implementation of SVM classifiers and choose the hyper-parameters that give best performance on $Train$ using 10-fold cross-validation. For hyper-parameters, we experimented with $C \in \{0.001, 0.01, 1.0, \ldots, 10\}$, kernels: Polynomial and RBF, the $\gamma$ parameter in RBF, and the degree $d$ of a polynomial.
Tag relevance. To evaluate the relevancy of the recommended tags, we randomly sample 500 images from $I$. We denote this subset as $D_{Rel}$. We recommend privacy-aware tags for images in $D_{Rel}$ by exchanging tags from similar images in $D$. The similarity between images is computed between the visible set of a target image in $D_{Rel}$ and all available tags from an image in $D$. The hidden subset is considered as gold standard for evaluation, and contrasted with the predicted tag set. We also conduct a crowd-sourcing experiment to determine whether the recommended tags of the $D_{Rel}$ dataset are relevant to the image’s content.

For all the experiments, we generate five random splits of visible and hidden subsets of tags and report performance (Accuracy, F1-measure, Precision, Recall) averaged over these five splits. We use a Boolean representation of tags, i.e., 1 if a tag is present for an image and 0 otherwise, since tags generally appear only once per image.

5.1 Evaluation of Privacy-Aware Recommended Tags by Privacy Prediction

The performance of privacy-aware recommended tags for image privacy prediction. We first evaluate our privacy-aware recommended tags obtained by the proposed weighting scheme in an ablation experiment for image privacy prediction. Specifically, we compare the performance of SVM classifiers trained only on recommended tags, where the recommended tags are obtained in several settings: (1) by our privacy-aware scoring mechanism, denoted as p-Weights, that ranks candidate tags using a privacy-aware weighted sum of tag occurrences (see Eq. 1); (2) recommending privacy-aware tags from the candidate set of tags based on their frequency in the $k$ similar images, without considering images’ similarity $s_j$ (see Eq. 1 with $s_j = 1$), denoted as p-Freq (privacy-aware); (3) recommending tags by weighted sum of occurrences without considering the privacy likelihood (i.e., Eq. 1 without the term $P(t|pr(I)))$, denoted as Weights (not privacy-aware); and (4) recommending tags based on their frequency in the $k$ similar images, without considering images’ similarity $s_j$ and the privacy likelihood $P(t|pr(I))$, denoted as Freq (not privacy-aware). We also compare p-Weights with a random approach that recommends $r$ tags randomly from the vocabulary of tags, denoted as Random (not privacy-aware).

To compare these methods, we study Algorithm 1 in the setting where each image in $Train$ has a seed set of tags associated with it, i.e., $T \neq \emptyset$ (lines 13-18). The similarity between images is thus computed between the visible set of a target image in $Train$ and all available tags from an image in $D$. The similarity between two sets of tags is given as the cosine similarity of the corresponding bag-of-words vectors. We experiment with various numbers of similar images $k = 2, \cdots, 10$, in steps of 1, and recommended tags $r = 5, \cdots, 20$, in steps of 5.

Figure 4 shows the average F1-measure achieved by SVM classifiers using the four ranking strategies for different values of $k$ (number of similar images) and $r$ (number of recommended tags), and the Random naive approach. The SVMs are trained on the recommended tags of the $Train$ dataset and evaluated on the visible tags of the $Test$ dataset. We can see from the figure that recommended tags obtained using p-Weights can learn better privacy characteristics than Random, Weights, Freq (not privacy-aware) and perform comparable to p-Freq (privacy-aware), for values of $r = \{10, 15, 20\}$ regardless of the value of $k$. We also notice that the p-Weights scoring mechanism achieves the best performance for $r = 5$ and $k = 4$, outperforming all the other models including p-Freq, which shows that all scoring components ($s_j$ and $P(t|pr(I))$) play a role in the overall performance. It is also interesting to mention that Weights (not privacy-aware) scoring mechanism consistently performs better than Freq (not privacy-aware) scoring method.

In the previous experiment, we only used recommended tags to compare various scoring schemes. Next, we wish to identify how recommended tags perform when we add them to the visible set of images in $Train$ for privacy prediction. In what follows, since the results are generally similar for
Fig. 4. F1-measure obtained for various parameter values, $k$ and $r$ of Alg. 1. p-Weights and p-Freq are privacy-aware scoring mechanism whereas Weights, Freq and Random are privacy-oblivious scoring mechanisms.

$k = 4, 5, 10$ (see Figure 4), we use these values to augment the set of tags for Train with recommended tags by p-Weights.

The performance of privacy-aware recommended tags for image privacy prediction when added to the visible tags. Table 3 shows the performance (Accuracy, F1-measure, Precision, Recall) obtained by the SVM classifiers trained on the combination of recommended tags ($rt$) and visible tags ($vt$) (as we increase $r$ from 5 to 20) for the images in Train and evaluated on the fixed set of visible tags of the images in Test (for consistency). The results show that the performance of privacy prediction improves when we add recommended tags to the set of visible tags for images in Train. Specifically, we get the best performance when we use $k = 10$ and $r = 5$ with F1-measure of 0.772, whereas the SVM trained on only visible tags achieves 0.743 F1-measure, yielding an improvement of 3% in overall performance. We notice that generally, the performance increases with the decreasing value of $r$ (best performance is given by $r = 5$) and increasing value of $k$ (best performance is given by $k = 10$). This can be justified by the fact that given the diverse nature of the data and the large vocabulary, a large $r$ may introduce noise in the results. Similarly, a high value of $k$ leads to higher number of similar images from which we get a set of good candidate tags.
Table 3. Performance for privacy prediction after adding recommended tags. “$vt$” denotes a set of visible tags and “$rt$” denotes a set of recommended tags, e.g., {“cute”, “toy”, “doll”}. “$r$” is the number of tags recommended.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Acc. %</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$vt$</td>
<td>74.83</td>
<td>0.743</td>
<td>0.739</td>
<td>0.748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$vt$ &amp; $rt$ ($r = 5$)</td>
<td>77.84</td>
<td>0.766</td>
<td>0.755</td>
<td>0.778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$vt$ &amp; $rt$ ($r = 10$)</td>
<td>77.47</td>
<td>0.763</td>
<td>0.752</td>
<td>0.776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$vt$ &amp; $rt$ ($r = 15$)</td>
<td>77.31</td>
<td>0.757</td>
<td>0.744</td>
<td>0.771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$vt$ &amp; $rt$ ($r = 20$)</td>
<td>76.83</td>
<td>0.754</td>
<td>0.741</td>
<td>0.769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$vt$ &amp; $rt$ ($r = 5$)</td>
<td>77.96</td>
<td>0.769</td>
<td>0.758</td>
<td>0.781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$vt$ &amp; $rt$ ($r = 10$)</td>
<td>77.80</td>
<td>0.766</td>
<td>0.755</td>
<td>0.778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$vt$ &amp; $rt$ ($r = 15$)</td>
<td>77.60</td>
<td>0.764</td>
<td>0.752</td>
<td>0.776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$vt$ &amp; $rt$ ($r = 20$)</td>
<td>77.27</td>
<td>0.760</td>
<td>0.747</td>
<td>0.773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$vt$ &amp; $rt$ ($r = 5$)</td>
<td>78.20</td>
<td>0.772</td>
<td>0.762</td>
<td>0.783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$vt$ &amp; $rt$ ($r = 10$)</td>
<td>77.80</td>
<td>0.765</td>
<td>0.754</td>
<td>0.777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$vt$ &amp; $rt$ ($r = 15$)</td>
<td>77.92</td>
<td>0.767</td>
<td>0.758</td>
<td>0.778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$vt$ &amp; $rt$ ($r = 20$)</td>
<td>77.43</td>
<td>0.758</td>
<td>0.745</td>
<td>0.771</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The previous experiments used image tags to find the neighborhood of an image. However, not all images on social networking sites have user tags associated with them [Sundaram et al. 2012], and this gives rise to the cold start problem for collaborative filtering. Next, we discuss how we overcome the problem. In the following experiments, we use the privacy-aware weighting scheme $p$-Weights, $k = 10$ and $r = 5$.

5.2 Solution to the Cold Start Problem

Cold start is a challenging problem particularly in many collaborative filtering approaches, where the absence of items (i.e., tags, in our case) that are used to bootstrap the algorithms may theoretically hinder the recommendations to be produced. Hence, we evaluate our approach $p$-Weights for image tag recommendation in the setting where we assume that each image in Train has no tags associated with it, i.e., $T = \phi$. This involves recommending tags from visually similar images (lines 5-12 of Alg. 1). The similarity between two images is given as the cosine similarity of the corresponding feature vectors. We consider two types of image features extracted from a deep convolutional neural network (CNN): 1) deep visual feature pool, and 2) deep tags. The choice of the features is motivated by their performance for privacy prediction in prior works [Tonge and Caragea 2016, 2018; Tran et al. 2016].

We extract the deep visual features and deep image tags using GoogLeNet architecture [Szegedy et al. 2014], which implements a 22 layer deep network with the Inception architecture. The architecture is a combination of all layers with their output filter bank concatenated to form input for the next stage. We extract visual features $pool_5$ from the layer named as “pool5/drop_7x7_s1” (dropout layer). For deep tags, we use the probability distribution over 1,000 object categories for the input image obtained by applying the softmax function over the last fully-connected layer of the CNN. We consider the top $k$ objects of highest probabilities as deep tags. The GoogLeNet network is pre-trained on a subset of the ImageNet dataset [Russakovsky et al. 2014], which is distributed with the CAFFE open-source framework for CNN [Donahue et al. 2013].
Table 4 shows the performance of privacy prediction obtained by the SVM models trained on the privacy-aware tags recommended from visually similar images based on pool$_5$ \((rt\text{-}pool_5)\) and deep tags \((rt\text{-}DT)\) for the images in \textit{Train} and evaluated on the visible tags of the images in \textit{Test}. For this experiment, we assume that we do not know the set of visible tags for images in \textit{Train}. However, we wish to examine how would the recommended tags obtained using visual content similarity perform as compared to the visible tags and predicted deep tags \((DT)\) of images in \textit{Train}, as done in our prior work [Tonge and Caragea 2016, 2018]. Thus, we also show the performance of the models trained on visible tags alone \((v_t)\) and deep tags \((DT)\) in Table 4. The results show that the models trained on the recommended tags yield similar results to the models trained on visible tags (user-input tags - if we would know them) and outperform those trained on the top \(k\) predicted deep tags (from GoogLeNet) for each image in \textit{Train} [Tonge and Caragea 2016, 2018]. Precisely, we obtain maximum value of F1-score as 0.743 and best recall of 0.757 with recommended tags \(r_t = 5\).

From the table, we observe that the models trained on tags recommended from visually similar images calculated based on pool$_5$ \((rt\text{-}pool_5)\) outperform those trained on tags recommended from visually similar images calculated based on deep tags \((rt\text{-}DT)\). The models trained on recommended tags obtained using pool$_5$ also outperform the models trained on the top \(k\) predicted deep tags (\(DT\)) presented in our prior works [Tonge and Caragea 2016, 2018], that are generated without any tag recommendation (i.e., the exchange of tags from similar images). This can be explained by the fact that the deep tags belong to only 1,000 object categories due to which many relevant tags can not be captured. For example, tags such as “walking” and “culture” are not present in the 1,000 object categories, but may be relevant tags for a given picture.

### 5.3 The Proposed Approach vs. Prior Privacy Prediction Works

We compare the performance of privacy prediction models trained on the user tags improved by the set of recommended tags with the performance obtained by following prior privacy prediction approaches. Mainly, we compare the performance obtained with the recommended tags with two types of features, viz., visual features (\(fc_8\) and PCNH) and tag features (User Tags, Deep Tags, and their combination).

1. **\(fc_8\) [Tonge and Caragea 2016, 2018]**: We consider the model trained on the features extracted from the last fully-connected layer of AlexNet, i.e., \(fc_8\) as our baseline, since in our previous work we achieved a good performance using these features for privacy prediction.

2. **PCNH privacy framework [Tran et al. 2016]**: This framework combines features obtained from two architectures: one that extracts convolutional features \((size = 24)\), referred as Convolutional CNN, and another that extracts object features \((size = 24)\), referred as Object CNN. The Convolutional CNN contains two convolutional layers and three fully-connected layers of size 512, 512, 24, respectively. On the other hand, the object CNN is an extension of AlexNet architecture that appends three fully-connected layers of size 512, 512, and 24, at the end of the last fully-connected layer of AlexNet and forms a deep network of 11 layers. The two CNNs are connected at the output layer. The PCNH framework is first trained on the ImageNet dataset and then fine-tuned on a small privacy dataset.
3. **Image Tags**: Previous works used user tags (UT) [Squicciarini et al. 2014; Zerr et al. 2012], deep tags (DT) [Tonge and Caragea 2016, 2018] and their combination (UT+DT) [Tonge and Caragea 2016, 2018] for privacy prediction and hence, we consider models trained on these tags as other baselines. Note that we describe deep tags in details in our previous experiment where we evaluated the cold start problem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Acc.%</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With Recommended Tags</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>75.37</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.747</td>
<td>0.754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT+RT</td>
<td>78.20</td>
<td>0.772</td>
<td>0.762</td>
<td>0.783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT+DT+RT</td>
<td><strong>81.9</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.810</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.811</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.819</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual features</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fc8 [Tonge and Caragea 2016, 2018]</td>
<td>81.16</td>
<td>0.805</td>
<td>0.803</td>
<td>0.812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCNH [Tran et al. 2016]</td>
<td>77.91</td>
<td>0.768</td>
<td>0.764</td>
<td>0.779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tag features</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT [Squicciarini et al. 2014, 2017a; Zerr et al. 2012]</td>
<td>74.83</td>
<td>0.743</td>
<td>0.739</td>
<td>0.748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT [Tonge and Caragea 2016, 2018]</td>
<td>68.54</td>
<td>0.645</td>
<td>0.619</td>
<td>0.685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT+DT [Tonge and Caragea 2016, 2018]</td>
<td>78.81</td>
<td>0.786</td>
<td>0.784</td>
<td>0.789</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Comparison of privacy prediction performance obtained using the proposed approach and prior privacy prediction approaches.

Table 5 compares the privacy prediction performance obtained with the recommended tags (RT) with the performance obtained by the prior works. The table shows that when we add the recommended tags (RT) to the existing user tags (UT), the F1-measure improves by 3% over the user tags alone. Similarly, when we add the recommended tags (RT) to the combination of user tags and deep tags (UT + DT), we get improvement in the F1-measure of 3% over the combination of user tags and deep tags. We also observe that the model trained on the tag features with the recommended tags (UT+DT+RT) yields a better performance to the models trained on the visual features fc8 and PCNH. For example, the UT+DT+RT achieves an F1-measure of 0.81, whereas fc8 and PCNH obtain F1-measure of 0.805 and 0.768, respectively. Even though the tag features do not yield a great improvement over visual features (fc8), tag features are also essential for the privacy prediction as they provide other aspects of an input image that have not been captured by the visual content. For example, consider an image containing “people with glasses in their hands.” Solely using visual content, one cannot differentiate from a “birthday party” to “event launch party.” User tags (generated by image owner) can contain such information, which can provide relevant cues for privacy prediction. It is interesting to mention here that, improving user tags with the set of recommended tags reduces the performance gap between the tag and visual features. Visual features and tag features can complement each other, and hence, can be combined to obtain improved privacy prediction performance in the future. Additionally, these privacy-aware tags can predict privacy of an image accurately even when access to the visual content of the image is not allowed due to users reluctance to share the actual image for visual content analysis (which could reveal a user’s identity through the face and friends, etc.).

Next, we compare the privacy prediction performance of recommended tags by our approach (privacy-aware) with the tags generated by prior image annotation mechanism (not privacy-aware).
5.4 The Proposed Approach vs. Prior Image Annotation Works

In this experiment, we compare the performance of privacy prediction using tags recommended by the proposed approach “p-Weights” against the tags recommended by prior nearest neighbors based image annotation works. Particularly, we consider the modified version of “Fast image tagging” (or FastTag) [Chen et al. 2013] and image annotation by Makadia et al. [2008] as our baselines. We provide details of our baselines as follows.

1. **FastTag [Chen et al. 2013]**: FastTag addresses the tag sparsity problem, which motivates the choice of FastTag as our baseline. This is particularly critical to our dataset as we can see in Figure 3, very few tags occur in around 20% of the dataset. Additionally, similar to our approach, FastTag also considers images with partial tags to predict tag annotations. For FastTag, authors considered traditional image features such as Gist descriptor [Oliva and Torralba 2001], global color histograms, and bag-of-word visual features. Recently, Mayhew et al. [2016] trained nearest neighbors-based image annotation algorithms using the features derived from CNNs and achieved better performance than using traditional image features. Thus, similar to our approach, we use pool5 (CNN based feature representation) as image features in the FastTag algorithm. For other parameters in FastTag, we consider the best (default) values given by the authors.

2. **Makadia et al. [2008]**: Similar to our work, Makadia et al. [2008] also transfers tags from the most similar images of a target image and thus, we consider it as our another baseline. The tag transfer mechanism of Makadia et al. [2008] is different from our tag scoring mechanism “p-Weights”. Makadia et al. [2008] follows a three step process to transfer tags to a target image from its neighbors. First, the authors rank the tags according to their frequency in the dataset (in our case $\mathcal{D}$). Second, the highest ranking tags of the first neighbor (first similar image) are transferred to the target image. If the number of tags of the first neighbor is greater than $r$, then only the top $r$ tags are transferred. Last, the tags of neighbors $2, \cdots, k$ are transferred based on two factors: 1. co-occurrence of tags in training (2) with the tags transferred in step 2; and 2. frequency of tags of neighbors $2, \cdots, k$. The highest ranking tags are selected and the remaining tags ($r$ - tags transferred in step 2) are transferred to the target image. Makadia et al. [2008] also considered color and texture-based visual features (traditional image features). Even in this case, we use pool5 as image features for an unbiased comparison. Similar to our approach, we compute cosine similarity between two visual feature vectors to obtain top $k = 10$ neighbors and recommend $r = 5$ tags.

For this comparison, we include the tags obtained by both the settings when the seed set $T \neq \phi$ (tag similarity, Alg. 1, lines 13-18) and $T = \phi$ (visual content similarity, Alg. 1, lines 5-12).

Specifically, we compare the models for privacy prediction trained on the combination of visible tags and recommended tags by the proposed approach with the models trained on the combination of visible tags and the tags obtained by FastTag.

Table 6 shows the privacy prediction performance comparison between the models trained on the combination of visible tags ($vt$) and the recommended tags ($rt$) by Alg. 1, FastTag and Makadia et al. [2008]. From the table, we can observe that the models trained on the tags obtained by the proposed approach perform better than the models trained on the tags obtained by FastTag and Makadia et al. [2008]. Specifically, models trained on the combination of visible tags and tags recommended by visual content yield F1-measure as high as 0.752 (Table 6, #3 Visual Content Similarity), whereas the models trained on the combination of visible tags and tags obtained by FastTag and Makadia et al. [2008] get F1-measure of 0.741 and 0.730 respectively. We achieve the best performance of 0.772 (F1-measure) using the tag similarity (Table 6, #4 Tag Similarity). Note that the F1-measure obtained by models trained on the combination of visible tags and the tags obtained by FastTag (0.741) or Makadia et al. [2008] (0.730) (Table 6, #2 Prior Image Annotation Works) is even slightly worse than the F1-measure (0.743) obtained for the models trained on only visible tags (Table 6, #1...
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Acc.%</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1 Original User Tags (Visible Tags)</td>
<td>74.83</td>
<td>0.743</td>
<td>0.739</td>
<td>0.748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2 Prior Image Annotation Works</td>
<td>74.55</td>
<td>0.741</td>
<td>0.738</td>
<td>0.745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3 Visual Content Similarity (T = φ)</td>
<td>75.23</td>
<td>0.741</td>
<td>0.730</td>
<td>0.752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4 Tag Similarity (T ≠ φ)</td>
<td>76.71</td>
<td>0.752</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td>0.768</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Privacy-aware Tag recommendation vs. Prior Image Annotation Works.

Original User Tags. The results show that even though we use the same set of visual features (deep features) for all the three methods (p-Weights, FastTag and Makadia et al. [2008]) to generate the tags, the tags obtained by FastTag and Makadia et al. [2008], which are privacy-oblivious, are not very helpful for identifying images’ private content. Despite that FastTag performs well for general image annotation [Cheng et al. 2018], it fails to recommend privacy preserving tags on the PicAlert dataset because, unlike our approach, the impact of the privacy of an image is not considered.

5.5 Quality Assessment of Recommended Tags

In the above experiments, we compared the privacy prediction performance obtained by privacy-aware and privacy- oblivious tags. In this experiment, we determine which set of recommended tags (privacy-aware vs. privacy-oblivious) describe an image’s content appropriately. Precisely, we obtain two sets of recommended tags: (1) using our privacy-aware weighting scheme, referred as privacy-aware tags (see Eq. 1), and (2) using weighting scheme without privacy likelihood, referred as privacy-oblivious tags (Eq. 1 without the term P(t|pr(I))). We compare these tags against the ground-truth (i.e., the hidden set of tags). For this experiment, we recommend tags (using both privacy-aware and privacy-oblivious weighting schemes) for images in DRel, where each image has a seed set of tags associated with it, i.e., T ≠ φ. For each image in DRel, we randomly split its set of tags into two subsets, i.e., visible and hidden, where the visible set is used for tag similarity and the hidden set is used as gold-standard set. The similarity between images is thus computed between the visible set of a target image in DRel and all available tags from an image in D.

Table 7 shows the performance (Precision@r) obtained for r ∈ {1, · · · , 10} tags recommended for the images in DRel when compared against the gold-standard set of tags (those that are hidden from the original user tags). We compute Precision as the total number of recommended and relevant tags over the number of tags recommended (i.e., r). The results show that the privacy-aware tags obtain better precisions than the privacy-oblivious tags, yielding the highest precision of 0.197 (r = 4) using gold-standard. The gold-standard set is nothing but a subset of user annotated tags, which may not provide all the possible tags that can be associated with an image content. Hence, the gold-standard set may fail to capture highly relevant tags provided by the recommendation strategy. For example, in Figure 5, we can see that tags relevant to the image content (shown in italic) are recommended, but do not appear in the user-input tags. Specifically, even though tags such as culture, street, walking are consistent with the image content, these tags are not considered
Fig. 5. Image with recommended tags, r=10.

Table 7. Gold-standard and User evaluation of privacy-aware and privacy-oblivious recommended tags.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#Tags</th>
<th>Gold-standard</th>
<th>Crowd-sourcing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Privacy-aware (PA)</td>
<td>Privacy-aware (PA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(r)</td>
<td>P@r</td>
<td>P@r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>0.182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.186</td>
<td>0.182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.195</td>
<td>0.180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>0.186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>0.184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.184</td>
<td>0.178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.174</td>
<td>0.169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.168</td>
<td>0.164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>0.158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.156</td>
<td>0.153</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Crowd-sourcing can be used to address the above limitation. Hence, we employ crowd-sourcing to make use of the “wisdom of the crowd,” as follows: we use two annotators from Figure Eight\(^1\) to determine if the recommended tags are relevant to images’ content. For each tag, annotators were asked to choose between: relevant, irrelevant and not sure. To calculate precision values, we consider a tag as Relevant if at least one annotator marked it as relevant as the tags can be subjective and one annotator can observe more in an image than the other.

Table 7 also shows the performance obtained through crowd-sourcing. We notice that the results of crowd-sourcing are higher than those obtained by relying only on gold standard to compute the performance. Precisely, through crowd-sourcing, the precision increased from 0.197 (gold-standard set) to 0.87 for privacy-aware tags, reassuring that the generated tags are relevant to images’ content. Similarly, for privacy-oblivious tags, the precision increased from 0.182 to 0.863. The difference in the results can be justified by the fact that the user tags tend to be noisy, incomplete, and may not relate to the image content [Sundaram et al. 2012]. We observe that, for the crowd-sourcing

\(^1\)https://make.figure-eight.com/
experiment, precision obtained using privacy-aware tags is higher than the precision obtained using privacy-oblivious tags for \( r = \{1, 2, 7 - 10\} \). Note that for \( r \) ranging from 3 to 6, the performance of privacy-aware tags is comparable to the performance of privacy-oblivious tags. One reason could be that some relevant tags have higher weights and are recommended irrespective of their privacy likelihood. Consider a private image of “people on the beach” for which “beach” (being considered as nature) would be recommended even though it has higher likelihood towards the public class.

The tags depicting objects (such as beach, furniture) or actions (such as walking) in images are more objectively identified by annotators, whereas abstract tags such as “beautiful,” “pretty,” etc., are more subjective. This could be another justification for the similar results that we obtain for privacy-aware and privacy-oblivious tags for values of \( r = \{3 - 6\} \) in Table 7. To understand this, we further investigate both privacy-aware and privacy-oblivious sets of tags by obtaining part-of-speech (POS) tags for the recommended tags. The recommended tags for \( DRel \) contain approximately 45% of nouns, 4% of verbs, 5% of adjective POS tags, and the remaining are the proper nouns (44%). Table 8 shows the user evaluation of the recommended tags (privacy-aware and privacy-oblivious) that are nouns, verbs, adjectives, and nouns & verbs. Note that we do not consider proper nouns as solely from the visual content (without user’s information), it is difficult to identify whether a particular place or a person is relevant to a target image. For example, one can recognize a “beach” from the visual content of a target image, but for some images it is difficult to know the exact location (i.e., a proper noun) of the beach (e.g., oregon coast). In the table, the privacy-aware tags are denoted as “PA”, and privacy-oblivious tags are denoted as “PO”. The table shows that for nouns (that depict objects and scenes in the image), privacy-aware tags obtain higher performance than the privacy-oblivious tags for almost all values of \( r \). Similarly, for verbs (that depict actions of the objects in the image), privacy-aware tags yield higher performance than the privacy-oblivious tags. Note that images might not have more than 1 – 2 verbs; thus the performance does not change after \( r = 3 \). Conversely, for adjectives, we observe that the performance is comparable for both sets of tags. One reason might be that the adjectives are subjective and even though the privacy-aware tags have recommended good adjective tags, those are not reflected in the performance for values of \( r = \{3 - 6\} \) in Table 7. To illustrate this, we provide some examples in Figure 6 that contain subjective adjectives (tags). For example, for image (a), some people might identify that the shot was taken beautifully, and hence, they might consider tag “beautiful” as relevant tag for the image. On the other hand, others might find the animal scary and they might not consider the tag relevant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#Tags</th>
<th>Nouns Only</th>
<th>Verb Only</th>
<th>Adjective Only</th>
<th>Noun &amp; Verb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PA P@r</td>
<td>PO P@r</td>
<td>PA P@r</td>
<td>PO P@r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.812 0.808</td>
<td>0.64 0.626</td>
<td>0.872 0.865</td>
<td>0.815 0.805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.792 0.796</td>
<td>0.633 0.626</td>
<td>0.849 0.848</td>
<td>0.792 0.790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.778 0.776</td>
<td>0.638 0.626</td>
<td>0.848 0.846</td>
<td>0.780 0.780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.756 0.750</td>
<td>0.638 0.626</td>
<td>0.848 0.846</td>
<td>0.755 0.753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.741 0.735</td>
<td>0.638 0.626</td>
<td>0.848 0.846</td>
<td>0.742 0.736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.737 0.730</td>
<td>0.638 0.626</td>
<td>0.848 0.846</td>
<td>0.735 0.729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.735 0.728</td>
<td>0.638 0.626</td>
<td>0.848 0.846</td>
<td>0.734 0.726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.734 0.727</td>
<td>0.638 0.626</td>
<td>0.848 0.846</td>
<td>0.733 0.726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.734 0.727</td>
<td>0.638 0.626</td>
<td>0.848 0.846</td>
<td>0.732 0.725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.734 0.727</td>
<td>0.638 0.626</td>
<td>0.848 0.846</td>
<td>0.726 0.731</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8. User evaluation of recommended tags that are Noun, Verb, Adjective, and Noun & Verb. Privacy-aware tags are denoted as PA and privacy-oblivious are denoted as PO.
6 CONCLUSIONS

We proposed an approach to recommending privacy-aware image tags that can improve the original set of user tags and, at the same time, preserve images’ privacy to help reduce the private content from the search results. Our approach draws ideas from collaborative filtering (CF). Although the user-input tags are prone to noise, we were able to integrate them in our approach and recommend accurate tags. More importantly, we simulated the recommendation strategy for newly-posted images, which had no tags attached. This is a particularly challenging problem, as in many CF approaches, the absence of items (tags in our case) may theoretically hinder the recommendations to be produced, due to the lack of enough information available to find similar images to a target image. Through our experiments, we showed that we achieve better performance for image privacy prediction with recommended tags than the original set of user tags, which in turn indicates that the suggested tags comply to the images’ privacy. We also show that improving user tags with a set of privacy-aware recommended tags can reduce the performance gap between the tag and visual features for privacy prediction. Visual features and tag features can complement each other, and hence, can be combined to obtain improved privacy prediction performance in the future. Last, we conducted a user evaluation to inspect the quality of our privacy-aware recommended tags. The results show that the proposed approach is able to recommend highly relevant tags.

In future work, it would be interesting to study the algorithm for multiple sharing needs of the user such as friends, family, and colleagues by considering privacy likelihood with respect to multi-class privacy settings. We plan to explore alternative ways of computing images’ similarity, such as combining information from both tags and visual content. Also, another interesting direction would be to explore image-content features depicting various image subjects such as scene and location, which could lead to more accurate results.
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